REGULATION OF LAND CONSOLIDATION IN THE REPUBLIC OF LITHUANIA

4.3
SHORTLY ABOUT

Voluntary process
Complex readjustment (enlarge, improve structure)
Multi-purpose process
Rural areas only 5/5/100
Free for landowner

INTEGRATION INTO LEGAL FRAMEWORK

Law on Roads
Law on Reclamation
Law on Protected areas
Civil code
Law on Land
Law on Forests
LAW ON LAND

I. General provisions
II. State-owned land
III. Municipal land
IV. Conditions of the land use
V. Land transactions
VI. Land administration
VII. Land management
VIII. Taking of land for public needs
IX. Consolidation of land parcels
X. Final provisions

OTHER LEGAL ACTS

Approved by Government
- National Land Consolidation Strategy
- Rules for Drafting and Implementation of Land Consolidation Projects

Approved by Ministry of Agriculture

Approved by State Land Fund
- Specifications, structure of the Data Sheets, etc.
REGULATION OF FINANCING

- **Common Provisions Regulation (EU) No 1303/2013**, a set of basic rules defining the common strategic approach for the European Structural and Investment Funds, including EAFRD
- **Rural Development Regulation (EU) No 1305/2013**, a set of specific rules on support for rural development under the EAFRD
- **Partnership Agreement for Lithuania**
- **The Lithuanian Rural Development Program for 2014-2020** adopted by the European Commission
- **Administration rules for the Lithuanian Rural Development Program**

PROCESS OF CO-FINANCING

1. NPA provides evaluation report
2. NPA evaluates an application
3. SLF submits an application
4. NPA announces callouts
5. MA makes final decision about financing
6. MA sets priorities of financing
7. NPA approves measures
8. SLF submits schedule of payment requests and procurement plan
9. SLF submits payment requests
10. NPA verifies and approves payment requests, activities
11. NPA pays money
12. NPA Contract
13. SLF
FINANCING

Eligible costs
• Organization, preparation and implementation of land consolidation projects
  Including preparation of land valuation plan, publicity measures, registration of land parcels, general expenditure etc.
• Arrangement of public area and public infrastructure

Applicant
• State Land Fund

The biggest amount of support
• for one LC project - 400 thousand EUR
• for 1 ha – 347,54 EUR*

* not including arrangement of public area and public infrastructure

ENSURING MULTI-PURPOSE NATURE

Organizational requirements

Objectives of LCP
create necessary rural infrastructure
establish land use limitations
improve the resources of recreational and rural tourism
implement other objectives of agricultural, rural development and environmental protection

Invitees-representatives of
municipality
local action group
rural community
forest enterprise

Formulates the requirements
Direction of Preserved Territory
Department of Cultural Heritage
Road Administration
Geology Survey
State Forest Service.

Co-financing requirements

Prerequisite
At least 20 % of payments – for arrangement of public area and public infrastructure

Prioritization criteria
Implementation of objectives and tasks of the environmental protection
Formation of areas for public needs
Examples

planned graveyard

planned mineral resource quarry, fixed easement

planned park, school stadium, fixed easement

planned a forestation
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